
Competition instructions
Fin5 2022 Orienteering Week, Orimattila – Lahti – Hollola, July 12-
17, 2022

General instructions for the whole week (preliminary, the final version will be 
published on July 11, 2022)

1. Competition rules
The competition follows the SSL competition rules, the IOF WRE rules for WRE 
series and the competition instructions by the organizers.

2. Classes (H=Men, D=Women)

H21E H20E H18E H16E

H21A H21AL H35A H35AL H40A H40AL H45A H45AL H50A H50AL H55A H55AL 
H60A H60AL H65A H65AL H70A H70AL H75 H80 H85 H90 H95 H20A H18A H16A
H14A H13A H13-14B H12 H12TR H10 H10RR H9RR H8RR

D21E D20E D18E D16E

D21A D21AL D35A D35AL D40A D40AL D45A D45AL D50A D50AL D55A D55AL 
D60A D60AL D65 D70 D75 D80 D20A D18A D16A D14A D13A D13-14B D12 
D12TR D10 D10RR D9RR D8RR

Open classes: A-long, A-short, B-long, B-short, C-long, C-short, Family-RR

The overall results will consist of the combined results of the five days. 

Classes H21E and D21E will have WRE-competitions on the first day (July 12) 
and the third day (July 15).

3. Maps, scales and control descriptions

Contour interval is 5m, in the sprint competition 2.5m. 
The scale is 1:10,000. Classes H/D45 and older will have the scale of 1:7,500. 
In the sprint competition, the scale is 1:4,000, and respectively 1:3,000 for 
classes H/D45 and older.
The maps will be size of A4 or A3 and they will be in plastic bags.

The control descriptions are printed on the maps. Loose control descriptions will
be available at the start in all the classes of the sprint competition and in 
classes H&D21E in the WRE competition on the first day on July 12.
The controls are marked with orange and white flags in the terrain. The 
model control point can be found by the guiding pole.



The competition maps show the drinking places including a message 
connection to the finish area and first aid. Forbidden areas are marked on 
the map, trespassing these areas can lead to disqualification.

Going to the starts, the competitors must follow the marked route. The signs
on the competition map must be followed. The maps will not be collected at 
the finish line from the competitors. The competitors must remember fair 
play required by the sporting rules before and after the competition 
performance. Competitors awaiting their performance are not allowed to 
familiarize themselves with the courses in advance.

There are some special rules for the start procedures in the WRE competitions, 
see the daily instructions of day one and three.

4. Controls and punching system
The model control point is near the guiding pole in the competition centre. 
Emit punching is used in all the classes The model control point of the RR 
route is at the starting area.

5. Changes of Emit cards
Until July 10 you can make an emit number change by e-mail to 
tuomo.niskanen@ls37.fi and there will be a handling fee of 10€ for each 
change. During the event from July 12 to 17, 2022 a change of Emit number can
only be made on the spot at the Fin5 info and a handling fee of 10€ will be 
charged.
  
BE SURE TO CHECK YOUR EMIT CARD NUMBER AND OTHER COMPETITOR 
INFORMATION FROM THE STARTING LIST AND NOTIFY THE Fin5 INFO OF ANY 
CHANGES! 

All the competitors are responsible for the functionality of their Emit card and 
for using the competition card mentioned in the starting list. Fin5 organizers will
not 
check / verify the correctness of any competitor's emit card before start. If a 
competitor uses an emit card other than the one notified to the organizers, 
his/her results will be disqualified 
(Orienteering Sport Rule 11.518).

6. Renting of an Emit
Rental Emit cards are available at the Fin5 info point for 15€/week or 5€/day.  

Emit cards reserved in advance can be picked up at the Fin5 Info point. The 
rental fee is 15€/week or 5€/day. We charge 90€ for emit cards that are not 
returned. 

7. Course lengths, number of controls

mailto:tuomo.niskanen@ls37.fi


See a separate table https://2022.fin5.fi/competition-info/classes-map-scale-
course-distances/?lang=en

8. Competition bibs and Emit card backup slips
All competitors use bibs, that can be picked up from the folders located next to 
the Fin5 info point. You can check your own number at 2022.fin5.fi -> 
https://2022.fin5.fi/tulospalvelu-result-service/ website. Competitors use the 
same number in all the races, except E classes that will get a new number for 
the last day’s race.

 
If you have lost your bib, you can buy a new one for 2 euros at the Fin5 info.

The functioning of an Emit card can be checked at the model control point in 
the competition centre. 
The same Emit card CANNOT be used in the competition classes and in the open
classes.

Emit card backup slips are available at the start areas.

9. Shoes
Orienteering shoes with spikes are not allowed at any race in the terrain and at 
sprint race also shoes with studs are forbidden.

10. Starts, start partners, guidance

Start Partner Colour of guidance
L1 Weststar red
L2 Biowatti blue
L3 Metsänhoitoyhdistys yellow
L4 Honeysty orange
L5 Konepalvelu Rauhamäki green
L6 (only 1. 
event)

Konepalvelu Rauhamäki white

11. Selection of starting times
In the WRE classes starting times are based on the current world ranking. In 
other E classes starting times are based on drawing and they are published on 
June 29, 2022.
In other classes competitors can select their starting times from June 30 and 
July 6. Final starting lists are published on July 7, 2022.

Print-outs of the starting times are available at the Fin5 Info point and at the 
start areas.

https://2022.fin5.fi/tulospalvelu-result-service/


12. Start procedures

Start 1,2 and 3

4 min Competitors are called to the starting grid. At the same time, your 
competition number is checked. 
3 min Reset your Emit card.
2 min The map is available for viewing.
1 min Move forward to the map. You can take your map at your start time. 
You are responsible for taking a correct map.  (Orienteering Rule 3.78). The 
maps are in buckets on which you can see the classes marked (eg D35A). 

Competitors coming late to the start area must report to the start personnel,
who will check the competitor's facts and reset the Emit card and give 
him/her a permit to start.

There are special rules for competitors in the WRE classes, see daily 
instructions for day 1 and 3.

Start 4

5 min Competitors are called to the start by mentioning the start time and 
the name of the competitor.
In classes H/D8-10RR and H/D12TR, the competitors can review a map for 
one minute. The course is printed on the map. 
In other children's classes the competitors can also review a map for one 
minute but there is the starting point only. 
4 min The competition bib will be checked.
3 min Emit cards are reset. 
2 min Competitors in classes RR and TR receive a map 2 min before their 
start time and, if desired, also get guidance. 
In other children's classes, a map with a starting point can be seen. The 
starting point is at end of the starting area. 
1 min Competitors in classes RR and TR can go on studying their maps. 
Competitors in other children’s classes get their own map and can review it 
for a minute. The starting point is at the starting area.

RR and TR Classes

RR tracks are marked in terrain with a white plastic strip. 
RR tracks are marked on maps with an orange half-transparent line. In RR 
classes, a missing punching at a control does not cause disqualification but 
causes a 10 min penalty in results. 

In classes H/D12, H/D13-14B, H/D13A and H/D14A starting procedures are 
the same as in TR classes, except that only the starting point is printed on 
model maps that are available for viewing. The competition map can be 
taken 1 min before the start time. 



Start 5
Open classes

See separate instruction (open classes instructions only in Finnish at the 
moment)

13. Interrupting competitors
Competitors that drop out must come to the finish line and Emit checking point. 

14. GPS tracking

GPS tracking will be carried out in H21E and D21E classes in all the races 
and in younger E classes as follows:
1. day   H18E
2. day D18E
4. day H20E and D20E
5. day Best competitors in all the classes

Fin5 organizers select competitors to carry a GPS tracking device. 
Selected names are published in the evening before each competition 
day. In the spring competition there is no GPS tracking.

GPS devices are available at the start of E classes (Start 1), right before 
the start area. They have to be returned back right after the finish line. 
GPS vests are available at Fin5 Info, but you can use also your own vest. 
There are also some extra vests at the start. Vests have to be returned 
back to Fin5 Info or to GPS point at finish line soonest possible after 
finishing your race.

Lists of GPS tracked athletes: https://2022.fin5.fi/tulospalvelu-result-service/

GPS tracking can be followed at https://www.tulospalvelu.fi/gps/

15. Finish line
All competitors (excluding open classes) run into a common finish box. There is 
a mandatory stamping at the finish line. Open classes have their own finish line 
next to the main finish box.

Finish line is closed
 Tuesday, July 12, at 17:00
 Wednesday, July 13,  at 15:30
 Friday, July 15, at 21:00
 Saturday, July 16, at 16:30
 Sunday, July 17, at 16:00

Competitors who have interrupted their race have to come to finish line and 
register themselves as ‘DNF’.

https://www.tulospalvelu.fi/gps/
https://2022.fin5.fi/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2022/07/kuntosarjat_ohjeet.pdf


16. Results
Results and split times can be seen at https://2022.fin5.fi/tulospalvelu-result-
service/
There is an on-line streaming at YouTube following competitors arriving at the 
finish line and also showing the actual results of the finishing competitors. There
are no printed results available at the competition centre. 

17. Jury
Chairman, Ari Torniainen
Member, Leena Hirvonen
Member, Janne Weckman

18. Fin5 2022 management
 Director of Fin5 2022: Kauko Suhonen, 040 5119256, 

kauko.suhonen@gmail.com
 Secretary General: Tuomo Niskanen, 045 2618353, 

tuomo.niskanen@ls37.fi
 Press and Communication : Valtteri Kinnunen, 0400 254613, 

valtteri.kinnunen@live.fi
 Safety and traffic: Raine Nurminen, 050 4340064, nurminra@gmail.com
 Competition Supervisor (TA): Tapani Koskela, Finnish Orienteering 

Federation

19. Prizes, award ceremonies
 The best competitors are awarded based on the overall results of the five 

competitions; depending of the class, 1 – 3 prizes are awarded. The 
ceremonies for E classes take place in the afternoon of July 17th. In the 
other classes, prizes can be picked up at the Fin5 info when the results of
each class are finalized. There is also a prize awarding ceremony on July 
17th  for children in the classes younger than 12 years.

 In WRE competitions (July 12th and 15th) in classes H&D21E there is a 
prize awarding ceremony for three best competitors after the results of 
thse classes are finalized. 

 In Inov8 -competition (July 15th) in the classes H&D16-20 there is a prize 
awarding ceremony for three best competitors in each class

 In the first four competitions the winners in all the classes get a prize that
can be collected at Fin5 info on next day. 

20. Instructions for open classes
see LINK

21. Fin5 Info Point
In the competition center there is  Fin5 Info Point where you can

 Pay parking fees, 5€/day or 20€/week
 Buy Fin5 2022 products (training shirts, head bands)
 Register changes of emit numbers and rent an emit card
 Find lost & found service

Fin5 Info is open two hours before the first start time each day and is closed 
when finish line is closed. Open classes have their own info point to register in.

22. First Aid

mailto:nurminra@gmail.com
mailto:valtteri.kinnunen@live.fi
mailto:kauko.suhonen@gmail.com
https://2022.fin5.fi/tulospalvelu-result-service/
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In the competition center there is a First Aid team from Finnish Red Cross. In the
competitions of July 12th, 13th and 17th, there are also first aid teams in 
competition terrain. Their locations are marked on the maps. 

23. Water points
On July 12th and 17th there are several water spots in terrain and they are 
marked on competition maps. 

24. Food and drinks
Two take-away catering companies provide you with food, sausage, 
sandwiches, coffee and drinks. There is also an ice-cream kiosk to serve 
refreshment. In the competition center on July 17th, a local bistro offers a good 
choice of food and drinks. 
Payment can be done by cash or debit/credit cards.

25. Photography
Photos and videos of the event will be taken and published at the  the 
2022.fin5.fi website and on different social media channels. The organizers 
reserve the right to use pictures and videos taken of the participants of the 
event (orienteers, audience, etc.) in public relations of the event.

26. Health instructions
Fin5 organizers follow general health instructions published by Finnish health 
authorities. We ask all the people attending our competition center to follow the
rules:

 You may come to Fin5 competition area only if you are healthy
 Take care of good hygienic procedures. There are disinfection liquids 

available in various spots in the competition center.
 Take care of decent safety distance with other people – also during 

competition and at finish line.
 We recommend to use payment card instead of cash when paying at Info 

or Cafés.


